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5 Currents:
Steven Holl Architects Win Copenhagen LM Competition
David Chipperfield Wins Competition to Build Extension to Kunsthauς
Zurich in Switzerland
The Museum of Middle Eastern Modern Art in Khor Dubai by UN Studio

10 Exhibition Review: Design Miami/Basel / Yoco Fukuta Noennig

12 Book Review: Nurturing Dreams: Collected Essays on Architecture and the City / Fumihiko Maki

Feature: Photography / Inspiration – Readings of Architectural Inspiration Through Photographs

14 Essay: The Beginning and End of Architectural Photography / Akiko Okatsuka

18 Christian Kerez
20 Beat Mathys
22 David Adjaye
24 Peter Märkli
25 John Pawson
26 Marcel Meili
27 Matti Sanaksenaho
28 Mårten Claesson, Eero Koivisto, Ola Rune
30 Delugan Meissl Associated Architects
31 Neil M. Denari
32 Hani Rashid
33 Duccio Malagamba, photographer
34 Sadar Vuga Arhitekti
36 O’Donnell + Tuomey Architects
37 Ruy Ohtake
38 Dominique Perrault
40 Peter Davidson
41 PTW Architects
42 Christoph Ingenhoven
44 Jakob + Macfarlane
45 Bjarne Mastenbroek
46 Hiroshi Naito
47 Robbrecht en Daem Architecten
48 Alberto Campo Baeza
50 Cecilia Puga
52 Shigeki Maeda
53 Comment: Maarten Kloos, Director of Amsterdam Centre for Architecture
54 Seiichi Osawa, photographer
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5  Currents:
   Addition to the Kimbell Art Museum by Renzo Piano
   Zaha Hadid Wins Competition for Library and Learning Center in Vienna
   Kalvebod Brygge in Copenhagen by JDS and Klar Architects

8  Memorial Writing: In Tribute to Jørn Utzon / Minoru Takeyama

**Feature: Houses by Louis I. Kahn**

12  Reprint: Thoughts / Louis I. Kahn
14  Fisher Housepageview
40  Drawings: Design Development of the Fisher House

48  Conversation between Louis I. Kahn and Doris Fisher. A House within a House

57  Esherick House
81  Oser House
93  Roche House
101 Weiss House

115 Essay: Louis Kahn, From the Inside Out / George H. Marcus
119 Genel House
131 Wharton Esherick Workshop
143 Shapiro House
155 Korman House

171 Essay: Louis Kahn and the Art of Drawing a Room / Peter Kohane
175 Shaw House
181 Kahn House
187 Meyerson House
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5 Currents:
Steven Holl Architects to Build Hotel Loisium Alsace in Alsace, France
Daniel Libeskind Designs Madison Square Park Tower in New York
OMA Wins Competition for Taipei Performing Arts Center in Taiwan

Feature: Architecture in Croatia and Slovenia

10 Essay: Contemporary Croatian Architecture – Experiment and Pragmatism
/Maroje Mrduljaš/
18 Randić-Turato Arhitekti. Elementary School Fran Krsto Frankopan
26 Randić-Turato Arhitekti. John Paul II Hall
34 njiřič+ arhitekti. Medo Brundo Kindergarten
42 3LHD. Sports/City Hall Bale
48 3LHD. J2 House
54 Studio UP. Gymnasium 46°09'N/16°50'E

60 Essay: Crossbreeding / Matevž Čelik
66 bevk perović arhitekti. House D
74 bevk perović arhitekti. House SB
82 Ofis Arhitekti. Apartments on the Coast
88 Ofis Arhitekti. Shopping Roof Apartments
94 Ofis Arhitekti. Tetris Apartments
100 Enota. Termalija
106 Enota. Hotel Sotelia
110 dekleva gregorič arhitekti. XXS House
114 dekleva gregorič arhitekti. Metal Recycling Plant
118 Sadar Vuga Arhitekti. Apartment House Gradaška
6 Currents:
de Architekten Cie Wins Competition for Tianjin Urban Planning Museum
Beckmann-N’Thépé Architects to Build the New Korkeassari Zoo in Helsinki
MoMA and P.S.1 Select MOS as Winner of Tenth Annual Young Architects
Program
Coop Himmelb(l)au Announced Final Plan for Dalian International
Conference Center in Shenzhen, China

Branding through the Architecture of the Audi Terminal
10 Interview: Markus Allmann. Design of the Audi Terminal
16 Interview: Dominique Boesch, CEO of Audi Japan. Cars in the Context of
Society and the Environment

Feature: Green Architecture

20 Renzo Piano Building Workshop. California Academy of Sciences

48 Essay: Artificial Wilderness – Patrick Blanc’s Vertical Gardens / Anna
Lambertini

54 VenhoevenCS. Sportplaza Mercator

62 BIG. Mountain Dwellings

72 Mass Studies. Ann Demeulemeester Shop

80 Vector Architects. CR Land Guanganmen Green Technology Showroom

86 Import.Export Architecture. Fragile Lab

90 Jensen & Skodvin. Bad Gleichenberg Thermal Bath

98 Emilio Ambasz. Eye Bank of Veneto + Venice-Mestre Hospital

102 Martijn de Geus + Philip Mannaerts. BlackBox

106 Triptyque. Harmonia 57

114 Valdimar Hardarson – ASK arkitektar. Gata – Summerhouse

118 R&Sie(n). ‘i’mlostInParis

122 CHANG Architects. Elok House

128 Germán del Sol. Termas Geométricas
Currents:
Munch/Stenersen Museum and Deichman Library in Oslo, Norway
Competitions Results
Clinton Park in New York by TEN Arquitectos

Feature: Architecture in Argentina

Essay: Notes on Argentine Architecture by Alfonso CoronajMartinez
AFRA + LGR + Fernández Prieto & asociados. Homage Park – Juan and Eva Perón Mausoleum
Rafael Iglesia. International Amusement Park of Rosario
Rafael Iglesia. Altamira Building
Rafael Iglesia. Quincho II
Marcelo Villafañe. Florencia Raigal House

Alejandro Sticotti. House in Olivos
Max Zolkwer Architect. Min House
Dieguez Fridman Arquitectos & Asociados. Building on Clay Street
Clusellas/O’Connor. House MCMC
Pablo T. Betía. Pan Klub Foundation, Xul Solar Museum
Adamo-Faiden. Chalú House
Adamo-Faiden. Conesa 4560

Essay: Proposals from the End of the World by Florencia Rodríguez
Ana Etkin. Bodega Don Bosco
Bertolino-Barrado Oficina de Arquitectura. Córdoba Botanical Garden
GGMPU Architects + Lucio Morini. Provincial Museum of Fine Arts Emilio Caraffa
Cristián Nanzer and Mariela Marchisio. House Sky Villa
Currents:
Peter Zumthor of Switzerland Becomes the 2009 Pritzker Architecture Prize Laureate
Plans Revealed for Serpentine Gallery Pavilion 2009 Designed by Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa of SANAA
Freelon Adjaye Bond/SmithGroup Wins Competition for the National Museum of African American History and Culture

Interview with Dean Mohsen Mostafavi, Harvard University Graduate School of Design. Interviewer: Hiroto Kobayashi

Feature: Small

Baumschlager-Eberle. Nordwesthaus
Valerio Olgiati. Office of Valerio Olgiati
Tatiana Bilbao. Estudio Explanada
Smiljan Radic. Mestizo Restaurant
Emiliano López and Mónica Rivera Architects. Hotel Aire de Bardenas
phalt. Metal Workshop Dynamo
Archea Associati. New Library in Nembro
IMB Arquitectos. Regional Library of Bizkaia
EM2N. Public Records Office Canton Basel-Landschaft
Manuel Herz. Legal / Illegal Architecture
astearchitecture. Top of Tyrol
Perkins Eastman. TKTS Booth
Adjaye Associates. Sclera, Size + Matter
David Maštálka / A1Architects. Teahouse in the Garden
6a Architects. Hairywood
Plano B. Agricultural Warehouse
Plano B. Earth Columns
Plano B. Horse Stable
10 Square Meters of Something Somewhere. The Program of the School of Architecture, University of Talca
Currents:
Daniel Libeskind Wins Masterplan Competition for New Riverfront Development District in Seoul
Foster and Partners Wins Stockholm Slussen Masterplan Competition
Schønherr Landskab and Adept Architects Win the H+ Competition of Helsingborg, Sweden

Interview: Impact of BIM Technology on Architects Phillip Bernstein, Vice President at Autodesk

Essay: Building Bust / Hans Ibelings

Feature: Recent Museums

Delugan Meissl Associated Architects. Porsche Museum
Herzog & de Meuron. TEA, Tenerife Space of the Arts
Álvaro Siza Vieira. Iberê Camargo Museum
Adolf Krischanitz. Temporäre Kunsthalle Berlin
Tony Fretton. Fuglsang Kunstmuseum
Allied Works Architecture. Museum of Arts and Design
Sergison Bates Architects. Ruthin Craft Centre
Snøhetta. Petter Dass Museum
Daniel Libeskind. Royal Ontario Museum
Neutelings Riedijk Architecten. Museum for City History, Antwerp
Nieto Sobejano Arquitectos. Moritzburg Museum Extension
Bruno Mader. Ecomuseum in Les Landes
Report: Naoshima Islands: Museums and Regional Revitalization
5 Currents:
BIG Wins International Competition to Design Tallinn's New City Hall in Estonia
OMA and URBANUS Collaborate on the Masterplan for Shenzhen Crystal Island Competition
O'Donnell + Tuomey Architects to Design Student Center in London

Feature: Collective Housing

10 Essay: A Matter of Selection / Ramias Steinemann
16 David Chipperfield. Ninetree Village
28 Jakob + MacFarlane. 100 Social Apartments
38 Gigon / Guyer. Brunnenhof Housing Complex - Apartments for Large Families Residential Housing, Diggelmannstrasse 46
52 Bernard Tschumi Architectes. Blue
58 Jean Nouvel. 40 Mercer Residences
66 OMA. 23 East 22nd Street
70 John Pawson. 50 Gramercy Park North
74 dosmasuno arquitectos. 102 Apartments in Carabanchel
84 Belzunce, Diaz-Mauriño and Gª Millén + De Lapuerta and Burgos. Urban Planning and Social Housing in La Mina del Morro
90 Mei Architecten en stedenbouwers. Schiecentrale Phase 4B
98 Meyer en Van Schooten Architecten, Keren 5 Architecten, Cie. La Grande Cour
106 WOHA Architects. Newton Suites
112 Toyo Ito. Belle Vue Residences
116 URBANUS. Urban Tulou
CURRENTS:
UN Studio to Design Dance Palace in St. Petersburg
STAR strategies + architecture Wins First Prize in Mirador in Palmeral of Elche Competition
Foster and Partners Comes Back to Help Design for Cultural Hub in Hong Kong

**Feature: Dominique Perrault / DPA Today**

12 Essay: History and Geography / **Dominique Perrault**
16 Studio Dominique Perrault Architecture
20 Ewha Womans University

42 Essay: Geometry of Disappearance / **Frederic Migayrou**
46 Court of Justice of the European Communities
66 Olympic Tennis Center

84 Essay: Boîte à Miracles: Olympic Tennis Center / **Luis Fernández-Galiano**
88 Arganzuela Footbridge
92 San Pellegrino Thermal Baths
98 DC Towers
102 Fukoku Tower
106 Hotel ME
114 Priory Park Pavilion
118 NH-Fieramilano Hotel, 4* Category
124 Noh Theater / Butterfly Pavilion
Currents:
Diller Scofidio + Renfro Wins Museum Competition at Copacabana
LOT-EK, Beyer Blinder Belle and West 8 to Design Pier 57 in New York
Greenest Development in Istanbul by RMJM

Feature: Utzon, Fehn and Now - Architecture in Denmark and Norway

10 Denmark

11 Essay: Transformation of the Copenhagen Harbour / Jens Kvorning
16 Jørn Utzon and Kim Utzon Architects. Utzon Center

18 Essay: Collaborating with My Father on the Utzon Center Kim Utzon
30 Jean Nouvel. Concert House Danish Radio
46 Gottlieb Paludan + NOBEL. Danish Broadcasting Corporation, Segment 3
52 Lundgaard & Tranberg. Royal Danish Playhouse Tietgen Dormitory 56
64 Henning Larsen Architects. Opera in Copenhagen

70 Norway

71 Essay: Norwegian Architecture - Between the Poetic and the Politic / Mirei Yoshida
76 Sverre Fehn. New Protective Buildings at Hedmark Museum
82 The National Museum - Architecture

86 Essay: After Fehn Thomas McQuillan
88 Helen & Hard. Pulpit Rock Basecamp
94 Helen & Hard. Pulpit Rock Mountain Lodge
100 Helen & Hard. Geopark
104 Haugen / Zohar Arkitekter. Fireplace for Children
108 National Tourist Routes Project
112 Jensen & Skodvin. Gudbrandsjuvet - Landscape Hotel
128 Carl-Viggo Hølmebakk. Strømbu Service Center and Rest Area
Currents:
LAVA Wins Competition to Build the City Center of Masdar
BIG to Design Shenzhen International Energy Mansion
The Interlace by OMA

Feature: Kerry Hill - Crafting Modernism in Asia Pacific

Essay: An Evolving Practice / Geoffrey London
Amankora Paro
Amankora Thimpu
Amankora Punakha
Amankora Gangtey

Essay: Bhutan and Amankora / Kerry Hill
The Lalu
Soi 53 Apartments
The Chedi Chiang Mai
Ogilvie House
State Theatre Centre of Western Australia

Interview: Kerry Hill. The Felt Structure of Reality Interviewer: Erwin J.S. Viray

Genesis
Singapore Cricket Association Pavilion
Singapore Zoological Gardens - New Entrance Plaza
Garlick Avenue House

Conversation: Kerry Hill and Young Architects, Thoughts on Site, Space and the Future Colin Seah, Chang Yong Ter and Tan Cheng Ling
Black Pavilion
Aman New Delhi
ITC Sonar Bangla
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**Feature 1: John Hejduk, Reprint**

**NEW CONTENTS**

6 Essay: The Wall as Event *Michael Hays*

10 Interview: Shigeru Ban, What I Learned From John Hejduk

14 The Wall House #2

**REPRINT**

18 Editor's Introduction

20 Essay: An Introduction to John Hejduk's Works: Surgical Architecture / *David Shapiro*

24 A Poem for John Hejduk / *David Shapiro*:

The Snow Is Alive
Walter Benjamin: A Lost Poem
In Germany
After Asturiana
You Are Tall and Thin
Prayer For My Son
To My Son
House of The Secret
For Victims

34 *Housings*

34 BERLIN

65 TEGEL

73 Conversation Between John Hejduk and David Shapiro: "The Architect Who Drew Angels"

89 *Works*

89 LONDON Collapse of Time

98 OSLO Security

108 RIGA

117 ATLANTA The House of The Suicide and The House of The Mother of The Suicide

132 Essays and Poem / *John Hejduk*

132 Architecture and The Pathognomic

134 Evening in Llano

139 The Sleep of Adam
Feature 2: Perceptual Space

PROJECTS
142 OMA/AMO
Spring/Summer 2010 PRADA Men & Women Fashion Show Background of Design: Collaboration between OMA/AMO and PRADA
150 Jean Nouvel Les Bains des Docks
Background of Design: Formcoating Technology used in Play Area for Children
158 Karim Rashid Chelsea Loft
Background of Design: Karim Rashid Universe
164 LOT-EK PUMA CITY
Background of Design: Making Mobile Building
172 John Pawson Monastery of Our Lady of Novy Dvur
Background of Design: Detail Drawings of Monastery of Our Lady of Novy Dvur
178 Frederic Flamand + Humberto & Fernando Campana Metamorphoses
Background of Design: To Recycle is to Metamorphose
184 Philippe Rahm Interior Gulf Stream
Background of Design: Designing Space is Designing Climate
192 Zaha Hadid JS Bach / Zaha Hadid Architects Chamber Music Hall
Background of Design: Acoustic Design for JS Bach Music Hall
198 Maison Martin Margiela "After Party Show"
Background of Design: New Perspective by Maison Martin Margiela
204 Zecc Architecten Church of Living
Background of Design: Zecc's Vision on Restoration between Different Functions

FEATURES
168 Smart Sustainability
Sustainable Dance Club
Parupu
10-Unit System

188 Momentary Space
How to Create Fashion Shows
Les Sept Planches de la Ruse
Die Frau ohne Schatten

208 Perceptions of Art Space
"we know nothing about space"
Dialogue in the Dark
Flow 5.0/Dune 4.1

FILES
212 NEXT architects + Claudia Linders, House M&M
214 51N4E, WET89
216 Arkitekturverkstedet i Oslo / Asplan Viak, WeSC Concept Store
218 Sebastian Mariscal, Pio Pio Restaurant
220 Serie Architects, Blue Frog Acoustic Lounge and Studios
222 Office dA, BANQ
224 Point Supreme Architects, Aktipis Flower Shop
Toshiba + takram + Ryo Matsui, Overture
Associates + Erwin Hauer, Elie Tahari Fashion Studio
Camenzind Evolution, Google's new EMEA Engineering Hub
J. Mayer H. Architects, positive.negative
UXUS, McVillage
Merkx + Girod architects, Bookstore Selexyz Dominicanen
Heatherwick Studio, La Maison Unique Longchamp
Ryuji Nakamura, Snow/Jin's Global Standard Aoyama

PEOPLE
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec

EXHIBITION REPORT
"Opening Soon..." / Anniina Koivu